Highly mobile, compact dolly configuration can stand alone, or be combined with other units to cost effectively customize your handrail cleaning capabilities. For use on unobstructed handrails only.

**INCLUDES:**
- Pad-Holder Frame *(Assembled)*
- High-Impact Dolly Base
- 2 Pad Holders
- 1 Pad-Charging Tray w/ Lid
- 2 12-Packs of Microfiber Pads
THO007 Dual Handrail Cleaning System

Our complete Dual System combines the Universal and Dolly Systems for maximum efficiency and versatility. Universal and Basic Units nest together for compact, convenient transport and storage.

INCLUDES:
• Universal Handrail Cleaning System
• Dolly Handrail Cleaning System
• 4 Foam Pad Holders
• 2 Pad-Charging Trays w/ Lids
• 4 12-Packs of Microfiber Pads

Dual System saves time and labor by cleaning both handrails simultaneously.
We depend on handrails for balance and safety, but they have been shown to harbor high loads of pathogenic bacteria and viruses. Regular handrail cleaning prevents buildup of dirt and grime, and helps reduce disease transmission.

Our microfiber cleaning pads have been proven to remove 99.94% of viruses without cross contamination.
ACCESSORIES

Cleaning Pad 12 Pack TH0041
12 high-quality, proprietary microfiber handrail cleaning pads for use on Thomsen’s Foam Pad Holders.

Pad-Charging Trays TH0046
Conveniently hold cleaning solution, pre-moistened microfiber pads, soiled pads, etc. Trays fit on both Universal and Dolly Systems. Anti-skid pads keep containers securely in place. Lids are labeled for workplace safety compliance.

INCLUDES:
- 1 Pad-Charging Tray w/ Lid

Pad Holder Frame TH0002

Foam Pad Holder TH0033

Pivot Disk TH0005
THE 1-2 PUNCH

Our proprietary cleaning system keeps escalator handrails sanitary, looking great, and running smoothly, while reducing costly maintenance and downtime caused by debris buildup.

HEAVY DUTY CLEANER

Our maximum-strength formula, engineered for deep cleaning of untreated or badly soiled handrails.

CLEANER CONDITIONER

For regular maintenance, our dual-purpose solution cleans and removes bacteria from handrails, while also conditioning the rubber.
CLEANING SOLUTIONS
Safe, effective, non-toxic cleaning solutions for escalator handrails and other surfaces.

Super Concentrated Maintenance Cleaner Conditioner TH0054
For ongoing maintenance of escalator and stationary handrails. Cleans, conditions, and maintains elasticity of rubber, vinyl and plastic surfaces.
CASE: 4x 1 GAL 3.78L Bottles

Super Concentrated Heavy Duty Rubber Handrail Cleaner TH0055
Specially formulated to deep clean rubber escalator handrails that are badly soiled, or have not had regular cleaning.
CASE: 4x 1 GAL 3.78L Bottles
EASY TO USE
■ With very little training, anyone can expertly clean and condition the dirtiest escalator handrails.
■ No cords to plug in or batteries to charge.
■ Rugged construction.
■ Easy to move and store.

SAVES TIME & LABOR
Hands-off operation means staff can get more done in less time.

MINIMAL IMPACT ON OPERATIONS
Thomsen’s Handrail Cleaning Systems can go to work without shutting down escalators, minimizing impact on facilities and the public.

PROTECTS EQUIPMENT INVESTMENT
■ Expensive handrails can be damaged by antibacterial products and alcohol-based chemicals, but Thomsen’s non-toxic, biodegradable solutions are specially formulated to safely clean and condition rubber escalator handrails.
■ Regular cleaning and conditioning extends handrail life-cycle, reduces mechanical wear and tear, and helps prevent costly shutdowns.

For Wholesale and Distributor Volume Pricing:
Michael Orgera VP, Intl. Sales 001 503-890-7030 michael@thomsensmfg.com

THOMSEN’S HANDRAIL CLEANING SYSTEMS

sales@thomsensmfg.com 1-866-729-2959

Thomsen’s Manufacturing LLC.
7001 Seaview Ave. NW Seattle WA. 98117

Patent US 9,764,929 B2
Patent US 9,856,115 B2